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Abstract 
 
Ce projet est une analyse multimodale de trois discours délivrés par trois différents présidents 
américains. La sélection des discours a été faite de sorte qu’ils soient tous à propos du même sujet. 
Nous avons donc décidé d’analyser trois discours qui ont eu lieu après des fusillades mortelles dans 
des structures éducatives aux États-Unis. De ce fait, nous avons sélectionné un discours de Bill 
Clinton après la fusillade au lycée de Columbine (1999), un discours de Georges Bush après la 
fusillade à l’université Virginia Tech (2007) et un discours de Barack Obama après la fusillade à 
l’école élémentaire Sandy Hook (2012). 
Nous avons retranscrit certaines parties de ces discours, et nous les avons comparé grâce à une 
analyse multimodale en comparant les différents thèmes et la rhétorique qui inclut l’éthos, le pathos, 
les gestes, expressions faciales ou encore les pauses tout au long des discours. 
Grâce à l’analyse multimodale effectuée, nous avons découvert que Clinton utilise beaucoup de 
gestes pour exprimer son éthos et pathos ; Obama utilise des gestes mais également beaucoup 
d’expressions faciales et Bush utilise aucun geste et rarement d’expressions faciales. Certaines 
similitudes ont toutefois été mises en évidence telles que les pauses pour accentuer et rythmer les 
discours. 
 
Summary  
 
This paper contains an analysis of three presidential speeches. All the speeches occur after a school 
shooting, and the subject of the speeches are also these school shootings. These are the three 
speeches within this paper : President Clinton 1999. After the school shooting at Columbine High 
School President Bush 2007. After the school shooting at Virginia Tech University President Obama 
2012. After the school shooting at Sandy Hook Elementary These speeches is analysed in the paper, 
in order to investigate and understand patterns within the speeches, The analysis is based upon 
theory of ethos, pathos and gesture. The speeches are fist divided into moves, according to move 
analyses, this creates a total of 20 different moves. Move 2 and 6 are thereafter chosen to the 
analysis. This analysis of move 2 and 6 makes the paper able conclude some clear patterns and 
pattern differences within and between the speeches. 
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1. Motivation  
  
When our group first spoke about analysing political speeches, many different ideas and 
associations in relation to this term emerged. Which speakers should be used? What kind of 
speeches? And what should be our focal point, our goal with this project?  
  
Speeches can have great influence on the receivers, and this has been seen many times through 
history. Consider the importance and effects of a speech such as Martin Luther King’s famous “I 
have a dream”. Multiple other examples could be included to emphasize this point. The important 
part is to emphasize that speeches in general can have great influence on the receiver.  After looking 
at several speeches, we selected speeches that all took place just after school shootings. The 
speeches were all delivered at memorial services, after school shootings. In general, these situations 
are interesting because of the emotional and sensitive situation that the speakers were placed in. We 
thereby found it interesting to look at the language used from a speaker in this situation. 
 
At the time of writing yet another school shooting occurred at the University of California Santa 
Barbara. The fact that these shootings keep occurring makes our project relevant. The three 
speeches in this project was not the first of their kind and they will not be the last.   
 
2. Introduction  
This project concerns analysis of speeches, given by different presidents in the U.S.A through time. 
The three speeches within the project are the following:  
President Clinton 1999. After the school shooting at Columbine High School  
President Bush 2007. After the school shooting at Virginia Tech University  
President Obama 2012. After the school shooting at Sandy Hook Elementary  
 
The focus will be on analysing language, thereby including linguistics and rhetoric. The analysis 
will be based on a multimodal approach concerning analysis of the written transcripts of the 
speeches, speech acts, audio and gestures.  The focus of this project is therefore on linguistics and 
rhetoric with aim to disclose and analyse both linguistics and rhetoric.  
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Our group selected three speeches, which were all held after mass shootings. Each speech is held  
by American presidents. All the speakers are all in the same situation and circumstances, as they all 
speak as presidents and they are all speaking after a mass shooting. We have chosen these speeches 
to create the possibility to compare the speeches as equally as possible. This all creates a possibility 
to compare the speeches using multimodality. The project is built on using different methods and 
theories to analyse linguistics and rhetoric of the speeches. The methods and theories used within 
the project are the following; Move analysis and an analysis of gestures, pathos and ethos within the 
speeches.  
  
 
 
3. Problem Formulation 
 
The research questions aim to show how language is used as a powerful mean. Under the 
circumstances of a school shooting the presidents make use of  
 
Our speeches are held in very sensitive circumstances, which creates a situation that we consider 
different than a political speech. We therefore estimate that the aim of the speeches are to support 
the audience rather than serving just political purposes.   
So overall, we aim to comprehend from a perspective made from different theories, how linguistic 
and rhetorical tools can influence the messages conveyed and understood. We will do this through 
studying the speeches from a multimodal approach.  
The arguments we will present in this project, rely mainly on these theories; Move analysis, 
analysis of the rhetoric (ethos, pathos, gestures).  
 
What (if any) patterns can be found in the speeches, when looking at rhetoric, content and 
gesture? 
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4. Delimitation 
 
Moves 
 
All of the speeches are divided into moves, but all moves are though not equally important to the 
message of the speech. Some moves, like move 1, can be considered a formality. The importance of 
move 1 according to the message of the speeches is therefore questionable. This example shows an 
example of a certain move that will not be analysed in this analyse chapter. Other moves will also 
not be used in this analysis. The analysis will therefore be on specific moves, which we consider 
interesting and important to the message of the speech. Some moves, which are important to the 
message of the speech, will also be left out because an analysis of almost every move is considered 
too long for this project.  
 
Modes 
 
When looking at multimodal discourse there is a multitude of modes to consider. In order to stay 
within the limits of this project we have chosen to not look at such things as gaze and surroundings. 
Surroundings are for example not relevant due to the nature of the chosen material, all the speakers 
stand still behind a podium therefore that mode does not help in answering the problem. 
 
Rhetoric 
 
We chose to focus on pathos and ethos, and thereby not logos. Aristotle describes three rhetorical 
categories, ethos, logos and pathos. We decided not to focus on logos, since we observed that the 
amount of logos in the three speeches was limited. The amount of ethos and pathos was clearly high 
by first look at our speeches. We therefore estimated a higher amount of ethos and pathos, and that 
these two categories are more essential and important to our analysis.  
Since the type of speeches analysed in this project are not argumentative, the parts of rhetoric that 
deal with such things have been deemed irrelevant to this project.   
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5. Theory 
 
Move analysis  
 
Move analysis is a method used to segment a text into different moves (Upton & Cohen, 2009: 4). 
Move should though not be understood in its literal explanation of a body movement. So the move 
analysis is not built on a separation into moves, according to body moves of the speaker. These 
moves are segments of discourse units. So each move is a stretch of discourse of a particular type 
that serves a particular communicative function (ibid: 5). This is done by looking at the context of 
the text, and separate the text into different moves according to the content. The main question 
would then be the question about; how to separate into moves? What in a certain part of a text 
makes that certain part a separate move?  
 
 
Dividing into moves 
 
The speeches will be analysed from the beginning, and the moves will be found according to 
content of the text. The division into moves can though be inaccurate and unclear at the first try of 
dividing into moves. It is important to re-look the texts and its moves again, until you reach a 
satisfying result. A satisfying result can be estimated to be a result in which all text parts fit into the 
move description of the move they are put into.  
It is important to run a reliability check, in order to confirm that there is a clear understanding of the 
move definitions and how they are realized in the text (Upton & Cohen, 2009: 13). 
This reliability check will be both done by the person who divided the texts into the moves at the 
first place, but also by another person whom is neutral to the first dividing process. So the reliability 
check will be done by more than one person, in order to try to make sure that there is a clear 
understanding of the move definitions and how they are realized in the texts. Corrections will be 
made in this process if any move is found inaccurate. This will be done until a satisfying result is 
found, but there is though a clear general uncertainty and subjectivity within the move analysis. 
This clear general uncertainty and subjectivity is described in the next part chapter.  
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Division into moves, certainty and subjectivity  
 
Dividing into moves and identifying the move type the segment represent, are not always 
considered as a simply task. Some move types can be considered as obvious (Upton & Cohen, 
2009: 14). An example of usage of move analysis can be seen in a study of birthmother letters 
(ibid). It is described about this study, that some move types were fairly obvious. Fore example: 
“All letters contained a section that provided contact information for the potential birthmother or 
her attorney, and this move was easy to labels as move type 9 (Concluding letter with contact 
information).” (ibid: 14).  This example is taken within the paper to show an example of an obvious 
move within a text. Our speeches are though obviously different in their content, but there are also 
these moves that are arguably easy to label within the 3 speeches in this paper. An example could be 
- Move 1: Introducing and thanking, in which the content is based on thanking the people present at 
the speech. This perspective about certainty according to dividing into moves is important in 
evaluating the final division into moves. This final division into moves can have some uncertainties, 
since segmenting into to moves can be difficult and thereby slightly unclear for some parts of the 
text. 
  
Speeches of identification 
 
In our group, we have found that our speakers make use of speeches of identification (Clark, 2011: 
45-47). The main reason to do a speech of identification is to create solidarity and united 
participation within the audience. This can be for the reasons of completing tasks, or to grow 
stronger through tightening bonds with one another.  Speeches of identification is used politically in 
order to make the hearers connect as a group and to unite and share common values and goals. 
 This form of speaking is also called “constitutive speaking” for the ways in which it can make 
people form groups representing the same interests. Thus, speeches of identification create a space 
where the audience is the important participant, and the speaker has secondary priority.  
After tragic events - as in our project’s case, school shootings - that leave a lot of grieving behind, a 
speech of identification is a great mean to make the victims and the people grieving unite in 
solidarity (Clark, 2011: 45-47).  
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A speech of identification becomes even more powerful and strong if held at a place that is suitable 
and appropriate for the purpose of that exact speech. If an African American would like to have 
more civil rights, it would be helpful for his message to speak at a place that can symbolize and 
signify the union he wants to create. Martin Luther King did exactly that, when he held his speech 
“I Have a Dream” at the Lincoln memorial. This was an appropriate and even particularly 
meaningful place to conduct such a message, as President Abraham Lincoln was the one who issued 
the Emancipation Proclamation, and thereby freed all slaves in the rebellious states in 1863:  
“Rhetorical speech genre represents a coherent and recognized arrangement of 
elements in a composition or discourse that is appropriate to certain occasions 
and which creates audience expectations that constrain and guide a speech’s 
content, style, and delivery.” (Clark, 2011: 45) 
The three chosen president’s for this project, does the same, when they all hold their speeches at the 
memorials of the victims, and/or at the schools where the shooting took place. 
For e.g. the parents who had lost their child during the shooting, it is a very meaningful place for 
such a speech. This is not only because it is natural to grief at the place of the event, but also 
because that it makes sense at a place where these children have spent a lot of time, and had known 
a lot of people. Giving a political speech where the audience is vulnerable makes them more open to 
a strong and powerful message, as people’s beliefs and values tend to grow even stronger during 
grief and sorrow. When – in our case a president – choose to hold a speech of identification in a 
place like the school of the victims, the speaker creates an oral communication, individually to an 
audience in public gathered around in the same physical space as the speaker to – in that moment in 
the time – be able to take in and mentally respond to the words and messages spoken. (Clark, 2011: 
17). As Nathan Crick puts it: 
 
“Public speaking generates an atmosphere of shared experience within a 
dramatic situation. Public speaking is not so much about the words spoken as the 
fact that they are spoken publicly – which is to say, spoken within a shared space 
that includes both the words and the total environment in which they are uttered.” 
(Clark, 2011: 17) 
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Rhetoric 
 
Plato wrote that rhetoric is “the art of enchanting the soul” (FAO: 13), meaning that rhetoric is a 
powerful linguistic tool used to persuade through speaking and writing.  
Rhetoric has been used since Aristotle, and was considered for centuries as an art that only men 
with a well-rounded education could handle. Nowadays, rhetoric is considered as the art of 
argumentation.  
In the case of this project, rhetoric is a part of the multimodal analysis since the speaker use not 
only the content of his speech, but also his orator skills and gestures to give more essence to his 
speech.  
Ethos, logos and pathos are three important tools that are usually used in rhetoric. Ethos and pathos 
are present in the speeches that we decided to focus on. 
 
Ethos and Pathos 
 
When one has the desire to speak their mind – and make others listen – there are some discursive 
tools one can use in order to make their message or arguments more appealing, trustworthy and 
reliable for the receiver of it. If used properly, these tools can make not only the messages conveyed 
through language, but also the senders seem appealing, trustworthy and reliable as well. The 
argumentative linguistic tools we have chosen to study closer are the old Greek philosopher 
Aristotle’s theory on ethos (credibility) and pathos (emotional)(FAO: 14). 
 
 
Ethos  
 
We as human beings have a tendency to trust and believe people we admire and respect more, 
rather than people we do not. If one is very publically known, very popular in general and gets a lot 
of attention, sure a great number of people will find this person trustworthy. In this way, people who 
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has earned people’s attention and admiration, also tends to get their arguments and messages across. 
Making a valid point is as a sender, projecting an impression to the receiver, which the receiver will 
see as worthy of attention (Crick, 2011: 129). 
When working with people with such a great amount of power, such as presidents, naturally 
they possess authority and character. For this reason, a great number of people will find these 
speakers worthy of authority and attention. Thereby, through possessing ethos, Obama’s, Clinton’s 
and Bush’s words – and thereby their speeches – is already from the beginning worthy of respect. 
“The concept of ethos has distinctly rhetorical implications because it deals with aspects of 
credibility and authority that influence our choice of who to trust when faced with important 
decisions.” (Crick, 2011: 129). Ethos can also be gained through experience. For instance, a person 
who have a lot of practice with marketing, will be worthy of e.g. guiding others at doing marketing. 
Ethos is not just something a person has; it is something you can create. When Bush refers to 
himself as a father, he creates an ethos separate from the ethos he possess as a president.    
 
 
 
Pathos 
 
Pathos is used by the sender appealing to the emotions of the receiver. By using pathos effectively, 
a sender is able to provoke the strongest feelings inside of the people in receipt of the use of it 
(FOA: 14). 
In this way, the use of pathos is highly effective in e.g. persuasion, as appealing to people’s 
emotions can with the right use make the receiver feel whatever way the sender determines. E.g. 
Martin Luther King used pathos in order to arouse the audience’s feelings of anger and strength of 
mind towards civil rights: 
“I have a dream that my four little children will one day live in a nation where they will not be 
judged by the color of their skin but the content of their character.” (FAO: 6) 
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With pathos, it is not the straightforward appeals that makes the reader feel these strong emotions. It 
would not be very effective or cherished as well, if Luther had just said “We are being treated 
badly! Be sad!” However, often it is very useful to create an imaginary scenery for the audience that 
they can relate to, that would, if happened to them would arouse these deep emotions that the sender 
would like the audience to feel. In our case with the speeches of the presidents, they tend to use 
pathos in a fashion where they speak about the wonderful children and the event occurring before 
and after the shootings, in order to plea the feelings and reactions of the people listening.  
They tend to also refer to the love families feel for each other, in order to appeal to the strong 
emotions we have for our relatives. Such things as that get even more sensitive after an event such 
as school shootings, where a lot of (especially children) has lost their lives leaving their families 
behind, which most people can imagine as terrible and undesirable. Thereby, this subject (with 
pathos) is effective to use as speakers with the intention of awaken sorrow and grief. (FOA: 14) 
During the analysis of ethos and pathos throughout our chosen sequences of the speeches by 
Obama, Clinton and Bush, there will be given examples on where ethos and pathos is used, and 
how. 
 
Multimodality and gesture 
 
Embodied modes 
 
Multimodality understands communication and representation as more than just the study of 
language but with an inter-disciplinary approach. In the case of our project, simply considering the 
transcript of the speeches is not enough. The body language is a main part of the communication 
and therefore a complete understanding of the speech goes through the study of both the content 
and the visual. Multimodality is a tool that combines the analysis of these two modes (Bezemer & 
Jewitt, 2010: 4-5). In order to adequately analyse the speeches in a multimodal way, we are going to 
describe the relevant modes. Therefore, the focus in this section will be on what the speaker 
expresses rather than what he is saying. 
 
In this section, we will look at gesture and body posture as embodied modes. Embodied modes 
mean that the modes communicate in different ways but are interdependent. We will first describe 
and explain each mode. 
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Gesture mode 
 
First we will address the different modes of gesture among the settle classification of gestures. 
There are deictic, baton, symbolic, iconic and metaphoric gestures. On the base of the data, we have 
found that to a certain extent all the types of gesture are being used, but baton gestures are the most 
prominent and relevant. 
Baton gestures beat time to the rhythm of the speech and are often used regardless of the content of 
the speech. The speaker uses baton to “mark the point of emphasis in our speech” (Kendon, 2004: 
227). The baton gestures can take various forms such as: 
 
Hand gestures 
 
The open palm at an angle that is a way to express sincerity and encourage people to trust you. The 
speaker opens himself to the audience in an attempt to vehicle honesty (FAO: 1). 
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The vertical palms are a gesture “[...]in which the two hands are held out, palms facing one another, 
appear to be used in context where the speaker is setting limits to something, such as setting up the 
boundaries for a topic to be discussed.” (Kendon, 2004: 228). The speaker uses this gesture in order 
to set boundaries or to emphasize something. 
 
The finger grip or thumb and forefinger touch is used by the speaker when he wants to stress a 
specific point or to be very precise and delicate about an argument (Kendon, 2004: 227). 
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The clenched hand shows the speaker determination or commit to his message (FAO: 1). 
 
 
 
6. Speeches 
 
In this section, the three speeches, the situation they were presented in and a brief overview of the 
shootings will be introduced. The transcriptions and the whole speeches can be found in the 
appendix.    
 
Clinton Speech, 1999. Littleton Colorado 
 
The Columbine High School shooting took place on April 20 1999 in Littleton, Colorado. This 
shooting was known to be the worst and deadliest high school shooting at that time. 
The two gunmen were 17 and 18 years old. They first placed two 20 pounds propane bombs in the 
cafeteria. When the two teens realized that the bombs failed to detonate, they began the shooting. 
Within approximately 20 minutes, the gunmen shot to death 12 student and 1 teacher. They 
wounded 20 other more people before to turn their guns to themselves and commit suicide. 
This shooting was followed by a national debate about gun control and school security. 
Bill Clinton, formal US President at that time, visited the high school a month later, on May 20, 
1999. He delivered a speech from which we transcribed an extract. Clinton claimed that this 
shooting has had a “profound impact on the nation” and we can see throughout his speech that 
Clinton takes this tragedy seriously regarding violence and anger within schools and cheers on the 
students of Columbine High School. He particularly stresses the fact that gun control needs to be 
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improved to prevent tragedies like this one to happen ever again (FAO: 12). 
 
 
Bush speech. 2007. Virginia Tech University 
 
The President Bush speech took place at Virginia Tech University one day after the school shooting. 
The shooting episode is explained to be the deadliest school shooting episode in American history at 
that point in time. The school shooting happened 16th of April 2007. Many of the victims were 
students, who were shot in their dorms and at classroom buildings. The actions took place in two 
separated attacks. The first took place in the morning at around 7.15, where two people were killed 
in a dormitory. The second attacked occurred more than two hours later, when 31 other people were 
killed including the gunman himself. The gunman´s name was Seung – Hui Cho. He was a senior 
student at Virginia Tech University. All the classes were cancelled the day after, which is the day 
that President Bush were giving his speech at the school(FAO: 3-4).  
 
Obama Sandy Hook 
 
The school shooting at Sandy Hook elementary school occurred on December 14 2012 in Newtown 
Connecticut. The 20 year old Adam Lanza shot20 children, 6 adults and his mother after the 
shooting he committed suicide. President Barack Obama gave a speech at an interfaith vigil two 
days after the shooting. The event was only open to people close to the victims and closed to the 
public (FAO: 10). The speech was the fourth of its kind president Obama had given during his time 
in office. 
 
7. Analysis 
 
Move analysis  
 
Move analysis is a method used to segment a text into different moves (Upton & Cohen, 2009: 4). 
Move should though not be understood in its literal explanation of a body movement. Therefore, the 
move analysis is not built on and separated into moves, according to body moves of the speaker. 
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These moves are segments of discourse units. So each move is a stretch of discourse of a particular 
type that serves a particular communicative function (ibid, 5). This is done by looking at the context 
of the text, and separate the text into different moves according to the content. The main question 
would then be the question about; how to separate into moves? What in a certain part of a text 
makes that certain part a separate move?  
 
 
Dividing into moves 
 
The speeches will be analysed from the beginning, and the moves will be found according to 
content of the text. In order to cover all the moves, we have chosen to use the entire content of the 
speeches, not just the transcribed parts. The division into moves can though be inaccurate and 
unclear at the first try of dividing into moves. It is important to re-look the texts and its moves 
again, until you reach a satisfying result. A satisfying result can be estimated to be a result in which 
all text parts fit into the move description of the move they are put into.  
It is important to run a reliability check, in order to confirm that there is a clear understanding of the 
move definitions and how they are realized in the text (Upton & Cohen, 2009: 13). 
This reliability check will be both done by the person who divided the texts into the moves at the 
first place, but also by another person whom is neutral to the first dividing process. So the reliability 
check will be done by more than one person, in order to try to make sure that there is a clear 
understanding of the move definitions and how they are realized in the texts. Corrections will be 
made in this process if any move is found impressive or inaccurate. This will be done until a 
satisfying result is found, but there is though a clear general uncertainty and subjectivity within the 
Move analyses. This clear general uncertainty and subjectivity is described in the next part chapter.  
 
 
Division into moves, certainty and subjectivity  
 
Dividing into moves and identifying the move type the segment represent, are not always 
considered as a simply task. Some move types can be considered as obvious (Upton & Cohen, 
2009: 14). An example of usage of move analysis can be seen in a study of birthmother letters 
(Upton and Cohen,). It is described about this study, that some move types were fairly obvious. Fore 
example: “All letters contained a section that provided contact information for the potential 
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birthmother or her attorney, and this move was easy to label as move type 9 (Concluding letter with 
contact information).” (ibid: 14).  This example is taken within the paper to show an example of an 
obvious move within a text. Our speeches are though obviously different in their content, but there 
are also these moves that are arguably easy to label within the three speeches in this paper. An 
example could be - Move 1: Introducing and thanking, in which the content is based on thanking 
the people present at the speech. This perspective about certainty according to dividing into moves 
is important in evaluating the final division into moves. This final division into moves can have 
some uncertainties, since segmenting into to moves can be difficult and thereby slightly unclear for 
some parts of the text.  
 
Moves Speeches 
 
The following moves have been identified from the whole content of the three speeches. The full 
version of the moves with examples can be found in the appendix. 
President Clinton in Littleton, Colorado. Columbine High School Speech – 20/05/99 
President George W. Bush Speech at Virginia Tech – 4/17/07 
President Barack Obama. Newton - 16/12/12 
 
1. Move: Introducing and thanking. Thanking people who are present, the whole community and 
school.  
 
2. Move: Referring to himself (family) and own actions/ feelings. Move in which the speaker is 
referring to himself and family, and their actions according to the situation or perspective into 
former actions that are related to this situation, or feelings. Important that the speaker is referring to 
himself, by using I/ we ex.  
 
3. Move: Talking about situation at the day of the speech. 
 
4. Move: Perspective: Their Situation/Sorrow is all Americas Situation/Sorrow. Sympathy from 
America. Drawing equality between the school and America. Usage of “people all over the 
country”, “all America”, We – Referring to America. Source of strength, from America.  
 
5. Move: Sources of strength. Faith, God. Offers a perspective of the situation, with aim to comfort 
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and encourage the listeners, by the usage of faith, god.  
 
6. Move: Talking about what happened at the day of shooting. Telling about events that occurred at 
the day of shooting.  
 
7. Move: Speakers own words about situation. The speaker uses his own words, without referring to 
himself or give advice. At the same time without referring directly to something, that specifically 
happened.   
 
8. Move: Referring directly to people who died. Talking to and about the people who died during 
the shooting.  
 
9. Move: Referring to relatives, classmates left behind (Family, Classmates etc.). Talking about and 
to the people who are left behind.  
 
10. Move: Sources of strength. In the community. Perspective of the community, with aim to 
comfort and encourage the listeners. Perspective to the specific community; “community here at 
Virginia tech” & “Newton”.  
 
11. Move: Sources of strength. Your loved ones. Referring to love, with aim to comfort, encourage 
and inspire the listeners. Example to specify move more clearly: “These sources of strength are with 
your loved ones” & “There's only one thing we can be sure of, and that is the love that we have”.  
 
12. Move: Talking to People within the school community (Students, Staff), with sympathy. Close 
to move 9, but without referring directly to people left behind within the text. When Bush for 
example says: “I know many of you feel awfully far away from people you lean on”. Then it is not 
directly mentioned that these people are people who are left behind.  
 
13. Move: Talking about and referring to the future. Referring and perspective of the future. Both 
with perspective to preventing future school shooting (Obama, Clinton), and perspective of other 
parts of the future (Bush, Clinton).  
 
14. Move: Referring and perspective to former school shootings. Former school shootings are 
mentioned.  
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15. Move: Referring to what have happened after the shooting until the day that the speech took 
place. Referring to “you”,  which could be argued to be a general word for the people involved in 
the shooting, the people in the community, and therefore also the listeners to the speeches.  
 
16. Move: Speakers own words about situation, with advice. Not referring to a specific tense. The 
speakers are using their own words, thoughts and advices to try to comfort advice and inspire the 
listener. The listener would be the people listening to the speech, and thereby people directly 
involved in the community of the shooting.   
 
17. Move: Sources of strength. To make sure they will be remembered. “Every special one of 
them.” Perspective of this aspect of being remembered, with aim to comfort and inspire the listener.  
 
18. Move: Speakers own believe knowledge about reason for School shootings- anger, fear. The 
speaker is talking about what he personally believes in. The speaker talks about reason for these 
murders.  
 
19. Move: Sources of strength – Friends and nation, community and neighbours. Perspective of the 
Nation, community and nation, with aim to comfort, inspire and encourage the listener. All-
important (nation, community and neighbours) - Compared to move 10, in which only the 
community is described.   
 
20. Move. Unable to discern God's heavenly plans. Questioning Gods heavenly plan. Partly 
contradicting to move 5, because this move is not directly finding comfort in Faith/ God.  
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Table overview of move analysis 
 
 
 
 
 
Analysis, Move analysis. General content analysis  
 
 
This table overview shows the usage of each move within each speech. It shows the amount of 
words within each move, and also the percentage of the amount of words within one move 
compared to the total amount of words in the speech. This shows a general overview of the content 
of the separate speeches. This quantitative information can therefore create an overview of the 
content, and the content within the three speeches compared to each other. All speeches include 
certain moves. These moves are within all the speeches: 1,2,3,4,5,13. It would thereby be 
interesting to look at what moves a certain speech is not including, and thereby what content it is 
not containing. The following three chapters analyses the table, in order to understand some key 
Clinton Bush Obama
Amount of words % of whole speech Amount of words % of whole speech Amount of words % of whole speech
Whole Speech 2127 672 1696
85 4 25 3.72 18 1.06
189 8.89 38 5.65 35 2.06
26 1.22 11 1.64 0 0
216 10.16 25 3.72 82 4.83
259 12.18 132 19.64 208 12.26
0 0 127 18.9 199 11.73
0 0 10 1.49 0 0
0 0 28 4.17 26 1.53
0 0 10 1.49 24 1.42
0 0 139 20.68 42 2.48
0 0 10 1.49 155 9.14
35 1.65 23 3.42 0 0
570 26.8 62 9.23 337 19.87
117 5.5 0 0 91 5.37
48 2.26 0 0 19 1.12
347 16.31 0 0 0 0
82 3.86 0 0 0 0
87 4.09 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 292 17.22
0 0 0 0 142 8.37
Words, not put into moves 52 2.44 32 4.76 30 1.77
99.34 100 100.24
Move 1. Introducing and thanking 
Move 2. Referring to himself ( family ) and own actions/ feelings 
Move 3. Talking about situation at the day of the speech
Move 4. Their Situation/Sorrow is all Americas Situation/Sorrow. Sympathy from America. Drawing equality between the school and America. Usage of “people all over the country”, “all America”, We – Referring to America
Move 5. Sources of strength. Faith, God 
Move 6. Talking about what happened at the day of shooting 
Move 7. Speakers own words about situation 
Move 8. Referring directly to people who died 
Move 9. Referring to relatives left behind ( Family, Classmates etc) 
Move 10. Sources of strength. In the community
Move 11. Sources of strength. Your loved ones
Move 12. Talking to People within the school community ( Students, Staff, ), with sympathy  
Move 13. Talking about and referring to the future
Move 14. Referring and perspective to former school shootings 
Move 15. Referring to what have happened after the shooting until the day that the speech took place 
Move 16. Speakers own words about situation, with advice 
Move 17. Sources of strength. To make sure they will be remembered. “Every special one of them.”
Move 18. Speakers own believe, knowledge about reason for School shootings- anger, fear.
Move 19. Sources of strength – Friends and neighbors, community, nation. All important. Compared to move 10, in which only the community is described.  
Move 20. Unable to discern God's heavenly plans. Questioning Gods heavenly plan. Partly contradicting to move 5.
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differences between the speeches and to understand a general overview of each speech 
 
Clinton  
 
He is not talking directly about what happened at the day of the shooting (move 6), this is an 
interesting difference and main difference between Clinton’s speech and then the two other 
speeches. Since the two other speeches include Bush – move 6 (18.9 percent), and Obama – move 6 
(11.73 percent). Talking directly about what happened at the school shooting, would seem to be a 
logical subject within a speech like this. So it is interesting that he is not talking about that 
specifically, because the reason for his speech is this school shooting. This difference creates a 
direct content difference between Clinton’s speech and Bush/ Obama’s speeches.  
 
Bush 
 
It is interesting to notice that the amount of words and percentage of words within move 13 is 
clearly less than Clinton’s and Obama’s speeches. Move 13- Talking about and referring to the 
future, is in Bush’s speech containing 62 words (9,2 percent). Same move is containing 570 words 
(26,8 percent) in Clinton’s speech, and 337 (19,8 percent) in Obama’s speech. So there is a clear 
difference in the amount of words of move 13 within the speeches, and this could show a clear 
difference in the importance of the certain move within one speech. 
Move 13, is the only one that can includes a perspective to the prevention of school shootings in the 
future. So it is therefore clearly that Clinton’s speech and Obama’s speech includes a perspective to 
prevention of further school shootings in the future. The text from Bush’s speech within move 13, 
furthermore does not deal with prevention of further school shootings, whereas it is the case within 
the text in move 13 in Obama and Clinton’s speeches. So Bush’s speech is not including a 
perspective to prevention of further school shooting, whereas it is the case in Clinton’s and Obama’s 
speeches. 
 
Obama  
Obama’s speech is not lacking a certain move in the same scale as the other speeches, as just 
mentioned. His speech is though not touching Move 3- Talking about situation at the day of the 
speech. This could be seen as clear theme difference, but the other speeches are only touching this 
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move 1,2 % and 1,7 %, with 26 and 11 words. So it can be argued to be a smaller difference, than 
the differences mentioned in the Bush and Clinton part, because the amount of words within move 3 
in the two other speeches can be argued to be insignificant. A central difference is that Obamas 
speech contains Move 20 - Move 20. Unable to discern God's heavenly plans. Questioning Gods 
heavenly plan. Partly contradicting to move 5, as the only speech. This move is the only move in 
which religion is partly questioned, and it can be argued to be contradicting to some words that 
Obama used in Move 5- source of strength. Faith, God. So Obamas speech is the only one, in which 
religion in some aspects are questioned.  
 
We have chosen to focus mainly on Move 2 and 6, and analyse the text within these moves 
according to ethos/ pathos and also gestures. This analysis will therefore create the opportunity to 
analyse how the specific moves are realized according to the rhetorical aspects of pathos/ Ethos and 
gestures.  
 
Ethos and pathos in move 2 and 6 
 
Move 2 
 
Overall pathos/ ethos analysis. Underlined = ethos, Italicized = pathos 
“Laura and I have come to Blacksburg today with hearts full of sorrow. “ 1. (2.1/B) 
“We've come to express our sympathy” 2. (2.2/B) 
“But as a dad, I can assure you; a parent's love is never far from their child's heart” 3. (2.3/B) 
 
1. Referring back to himself and his wife’s actions and thoughts.  
2. The “we” refers back to himself and Laura. This sentence is like sentence 1, in the aspect of 
Ethos. 
3. Here Bush clearly uses his own person, authority, trustworthiness. He refers to himself as a dad, 
and he is thereby relating back to his own experience.  
 
 
“Here in Newtown, I come to offer the love and prayers of a nation. I am very mindful that mere 
words cannot match the depths of your sorrow, nor can they heal your wounded hearts” 4. (2.1/O). 
 
4. Obama here refers to his own actions by saying “I come to offer the love and prayers of a 
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nation”. His trustworthiness and credibility is therefore important, in order to make the listeners 
trust what he is saying.  
 
 
“I want to say a special word of thanks to the families who met with Hillary and 
me before we came over here 5.  For telling us the stories and showing us the 
booklets commemorating the lives of their very special children. I also want to 
thank the fine young people who still are hospitalized with whom I spoke by 
telephone yesterday—two of them, Patrick Ireland and Sean Graves, are here 
today. They left the hospital to be here. 6.” (2.1/C)  
 
5. Clinton is here thanking some families that Hillary and himself met before they came over here. 
Clinton is again referring to his/ Hillarie’s actions in a good way. This all could help him increasing 
his Ethos in the situation.  
 
6. Clinton is here telling us a story, which came from the families that Hillary and himself met. He 
also refers to two young hospitalized people, whom he spoke by telephone with yesterday. He is 
giving the names of those two young hospitalized people. This is not an example of logos, since the 
way in which he is telling the story is personal. He is referring to their names. He is using adjectives 
to describe the children as “Special” and the young people as “fine young people”. It is a story told, 
in a way, which provokes feelings, and is therefore pathos filled.  
 
“You heard her say that part of our job in these last 6 years, more than we ever 
could have imagined when we moved to Washington after the election in 1992, 
has been to be with grieving people, after the Oklahoma City building was blown 
up and the Embassies were blown up and our airmen were killed in the bombing 
in Saudi Arabia and so many other occasions”7.  (2.2/C) 
 
7. Clinton is here referring to other tragic events in the 6 years since he moved to Washington. It 
could be argued that Clinton refers back to show that he is mindful about the general problems the 
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country has with tragic events. This mindfulness about the general problems could increase his 
ethos as a president. He is also saying that he has been with grieving people in these kinds of 
situations before. This could also be argued to increase his ethos.  
 
 
 
“My wife and I and our daughter have been blessed to know many magnificent people because the 
American people gave us a chance to serve in the White House.” 8. (2.3/C). 
8. When Clinton refers to his wife and daughter, at the beginning of the sentence, he creates an 
ethos as a family man. When Clinton refers to his status as president, he also includes his family 
and thereby unites his ethos as both a president and a family man.      
 
Move 6. 
 
Overall pathos/ ethos analysis. Underlined = ethos, Italicized = pathos 
 
“Yesterday began like any other day. Students woke up, and they grabbed their 
backpacks and they headed for class. And soon the day took a dark turn, with 
students and faculty barricading themselves in classrooms and dormitories -- 
confused, terrified, and deeply worried. By the end of the morning, it was the 
worst day of violence on a college campus in American history -- and for many of 
you here today, it was the worst day of your lives.” 9. (6.1/B) 
 
9. Bush is here telling a story. He is not only mentioning the fact that it was the worst day of 
violence on a college campus in American history. He is also telling a story about the student that 
grabbed their backpacks and headed for school, like any other day. Then he continues with “And 
soon the day took a dark turn”. He is using three adverbs: Confused, terrified and deeply worried. 
This all creates a story with emotions. Therefore, it can be considered as pathos.  
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“For many of you, your first instinct was to call home and let your moms and 
dads know that you were okay. Others took on the terrible duty of calling the 
relatives of a classmate or a colleague who had been wounded or lost.” 10. 
(6.2/B) 
 
10. Bush refers to “you”, which in this situation is the students. He is here talking about their first 
instinct in the situation, which is to call home and let your moms and da know that you were okay. 
This is clearly emotional to both the student and his/her parents. Bush is also talking about “the 
terrible duty of calling the relatives of a classmate of a colleague who had been wounded or lost. 
This story is clearly touching and emotional. The whole (6.2/B) move is clearly pathos filled.  
 
 
“We know that when danger arrived in the halls of Sandy Hook Elementary, the 
school's staff did not flinch, they did not hesitate. Dawn Hochsprung and Mary 
Sherlach, Vicki Soto, Lauren Rousseau, Rachel Davino and Anne Marie Murphy 
— they responded as we all hope we might respond in such terrifying 
circumstances — with courage and with love, giving their lives to protect the 
children in their care. We know that there were other teachers who barricaded 
themselves inside classrooms, and kept steady through it all, and reassured their 
students by saying "wait for the good guys, they're coming, show me your smile." 
And we know that good guys came. The first responders who raced to the scene, 
helping to guide those in harm's way to safety, and comfort those in need, holding 
at bay their own shock and trauma because they had a job to do, and others 
needed them more. And then there were the scenes of the schoolchildren, helping 
one another, holding each other, dutifully following instructions in the way that 
young children sometimes do; one child even trying to encourage a grown-up by 
saying, "I know karate. So it's okay. I'll lead the way out."11. (6.1/O)” 
 
11. Obama here describes what happened with details and empathy. He mentions the names of some 
of the schools staff. He is referring to specific people, and to one child. It is for example told that 
the mentioned staff members responded with courage, love - giving their lives to project the 
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children in their care. Many adjectives are used, which increases empathy and creates emotions, 
examples of adjectives used: terrifying (circumstances), good (guys), (holding each other) dutifully. 
Some direct quotes are also used in the speech. In these parts: "wait for the good guys, they are 
coming", "show me your smile" and "I know karate. So it’s okay. I'll lead the way out". This creates 
an image of the actual situation with a high amount of emotions, in order to move the audience. 
This part of the speech is clearly pathos filled. 
 
It is clear that these two moves are built on different rhetoric aspects. Move 2 is mostly built on 
ethos, whereas move 6 is mostly on pathos. Thus, we can conclude that there is a pattern between 
the speakers when they make use of their ethos and when they make use of pathos in order to 
provoke great feelings of the audience. This shows that within move 2, the speakers are using 
themselves and their ethos as part of their speech. In move 6 ethos is not used as much as it is in 
move 2. Move 6 focuses more on the story about what happened the day of the shootings and is told 
using pathos, without having the speakers ethos involved. Therefore, the speakers are in move 6 
telling the story without using their ethos, but are instead focused on telling the story in an emphatic 
and moving way, thus they use pathos. There is no clear general difference between the use of ethos 
and pathos between the speakers. The difference lays in general between the moves. 
 
 
 
 
Rhetoric and gesture 
Move 6 
This next chapter will be an examination of the pathos in move 6 and how gesture is used to 
emphasize it. 
 
Bush  
When Bush says, “Yesterday began like any other day” he starts biting his lips, showing some sort 
of pause, indicating implicit that the matter he is about to emphasize is of great distress for him to 
talk about.  
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He continues, “Students woke up, and they grabbed their backpacks and they headed for class.” 
One more pause and now his lips tighten in an anguished expression.  
“And soon the day took a dark turn” Bush here nods one big confirming nod at “dark”, thereafter 
gazing directly at his audience to give emphasis to the troubled words, which makes his message 
highly functioning for the audience who – most of them –likely are families and friend of the dead 
and wounded from the school shooting.  
“With students and faculty barricading themselves in classrooms and dormitories -- confused, 
terrified, and deeply worried.” Once more Bush tighten his lips in order to create an effective pause 
of underlining his words.  
“By the end of the morning, it was the worst day of violence on a college campus in American 
history” – Here Bush lifts both his eyebrows, stressing what is about to come (the lifted eyebrows 
can also mark a question but in this context, it stresses what he says), to show that what he will now 
say is important: 
“And for many of you here today, it was the worst day of your lives.” By using the movement of the 
eyebrows to catch the attention from the audience by showing them the significance through 
embodied language, they are open for the very emotional and sorrowful statement that it was the 
worst day of their lives. Thus, Bush hides his hands, which makes him seem less genuine.  
 
Obama 
“We know that when danger arrived in the halls of Sandy Hook Elementary” (pause and clinching 
of lips), “the school's staff” (shake of head) “did not flinch” (nodding) through saying “the schools 
staff”. Obama shake his head, and then leads on to: “they did not flinch”, where he nods, to confirm 
the credibility of his words, and creates a pause for sanction from the audience. Then he ends by 
saying, “they did not hesitate” with supplementary headshakes to conclude.  
“Dawn Hochsprung and Mary Sherlach, Vicki Soto, Lauren Rousseau, Rachel Davino and Anne 
Marie Murphy — they responded as we all hope” The names are each emphasized with either nods 
or head shaking, in order to show compassion and sorrow towards the people mentioned, creating a 
pathos filled atmosphere. Furthermore, he pauses right after saying the last name, with a break in 
proceedings, highlighting the emotion the utterance of the names can bring to the audience, and 
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additionally Obama bites and tighten his lips to further illustrate distress, together with crossing his 
hands to produce an effective break.  
“They responded as we all hope” with special emphasize on “we all hope” with a vertical palm 
beating out the rhythm which emphasizes the words. By using vertical palm to beat out the rhythm, 
Obama physically emphasize his word and therefor makes them more powerful and the pathos 
stronger.   
Then he takes his hand down and continues: “we might respond in such terrifying circumstances”, 
after this sentence, Obama looks down, and then up again with tightened lips and a tormented gaze.  
“With courage and with love” Now, primarily Obama put emphasis to “courage” by stressing the 
word, and then gives it one deep nod, secondly, he does the same with “love”, but with his 
eyebrows lifted, and uses low vertical left palm at “love”. Which put emphasis on the word love, a 
word with a strong positive connotation further backing the pathos of the sentence.   
He then continues with the hand and the nods throughout the next sentence: “giving their lives to 
protect the children in their care”.  
At this moment, Obama very comprehensively stiffens and chews his lips in an uneasy gesture. 
Then he says: “We know that there were other teachers who barricaded themselves inside 
classrooms, and kept steady through it all”. Through this sentence, Obama is occasionally nodding 
to add prominence to the pathos and emotional content of his words, talking about the victims. Then 
he holds for a pause, and continues with a left vertical palm and a slender smile: “and reassured 
their students by saying wait for the good guys, they're coming". The left vertical palm is used on 
the word “reassured” to stress the word.  
Here Obama uses pathos by speaking of the incidents of the day of the shooting. Furthermore, he 
creates sensitive and emotional imaginary scenery for the audience, by rephrasing the situation and 
the words of the teachers in an affectionate, adoring and caring manner. Then he carries on with not 
merely a smile but rather once more a troubled tightened facial expression to state the feeling of his 
words: "show me your smile".  
Then there is a pause, letting the mood seep in for the audience, and then he completes his pathos 
filled statement and the stress created by the distressed body language by concluding “And we know 
that good guys came. The first responders who raced to the scene” – emphasize on “raced” to 
make the audience feels the words, and then leads on by saying “helping to guide those in harm's 
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way to safety” –tightening facial expression – “and comfort those in need” –nodding accentuated –. 
“Holding at bay their own shock and their own trauma” – Here Obama stresses the use of the word 
“own” to emphasize the selflessly actions of the teachers, in order to provoke a further pathos filled 
sensitivity.  
“Because they had a job to do, and others needed them more” he pauses and nods after “job to do” 
and after “needed them more” to achieve fully endorsement of his message and the use of pathos 
through the teacher’s courageous actions. Then Obama bites lower lip and makes a reinforcing hand 
gesture, and then goes on: "there were the scenes of the schoolchildren" with tensing lips, creating a 
small, however effective pause in order to make the audience get a grip on the new, and for many 
even more sensitive theme of the children. Then he proceeds and says: "Helping one another, 
holding each other dutifully following instructions". Through this sentence, Obama backs up his 
word by embodying his language, he uses vertical palms for "helping", "holding" and "following" to 
emphasize these somewhat emotional terms that we all can relate to with sensitivity.  
Then Obama goes on: "in the way that young children sometimes do", Here, Obama rouse the 
feelings of the audience, by making some sort of comic relief. He uses the innocence of children, 
together with people imaginations, to reinforce an emotional and kind recognition of them. To do 
this, Obama slightly smiles just before saying "young children sometimes do", which makes the 
audience response with a small laugh. By laughing Obama backs up the pathos and the audience 
responds well to it. 
Obama leads on this good vibe, and the positive pathos use, by saying "one child even trying to 
encourage a grown-up by saying "I know karate So it's okay I'll lead the way out." During this 
sentence, by using pathos, Obama awakens the loving feeling of recognition towards children that 
the audience have. In this way, for instance the great feelings of good memories, together with the 
sorrow of loss of these children, builds up a huge deal of sensitivity and emotions. As Obama 
through this sentence uses open palms to imitate the child's words and his crooked smile at the time 
he says "I'll lead the way out" causes the audience to laugh and a few even gives minor cheers. 
Once again, Obama backs up what he is saying by using a gesture. 
 
Through a closer examination of our speeches, we found that all three presidents make use of 
pathos in a high degree throughout our chosen speeches. Thus forming a very sensitive and 
emotional atmosphere around them, for the audience, which is highly applicable and suitable for the 
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events of which the speeches are about. There is a pattern between Obama and Bush; they both 
mention the victims in order to arouse the emotions of the audience. When looking at the two 
presidents deliver their speeches there is a clear difference between them. Obama often use facial 
expressions and a few gestures. Bush is stationary and does not move his arms and hands much; he 
does use facial expressions just as Obama does. When they make facial expressions, it is mainly 
their lips they use. When looking at Obama giving his speech, a pattern emerges, when he wants to 
stress or emphasize parts of a sentence or a word he use vertical palms. Therefore, we can see that 
Obama backs up the pathos in the written speech with gesture and facial expressions.      
 
 
Move 2 
 
In the following part, we will look at how the presidents use ethos and gesture in move 2. 
 
 
Obama 
 
“Here in Newtown, I come to offer the love and prayers of a nation. I am very mindful that mere 
words cannot match the depths of your sorrow, nor can they heal your wounded hearts” 
He pauses after the words after the words “Newtown”, “love”, “nation”, “am”, “match”, 
“sorrow” and “hearts”. Those pauses create a rhythm. They have the same function as the vertical 
palm gesture by beating out the rhythm and emphasizing the different parts of the sentence, just as 
using vertical palms would have. By addressing, the audience when saying, “your wounded hearts” 
and “I am very mindful” Obama uses ethos to bond with the audience and to show empathy and 
sincerity. 
 
Bush 
 
“Laura and I have come to Blacksburg today with hearts full of sorrow”. 
“We've come to express our sympathy” 
In the first quote, Bush pauses after the word “with”. The pause emphasizes the last part of the 
sentence when Bush says, “hearts full of sorrow”.  
By referring to himself and his wife and their personal feelings about the situation, Bush establishes 
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an empathetic ethos “But as a dad, I can assure you, a parent's love is never far from their child's 
heart”. By pointing out that he is himself a father, Bush gives a new dimension to his ethos in order 
to make himself more relatable to the audience.   
 
Clinton 
“I want to say a special word of thanks to the families who met with Hillary and 
me before we came over here, for telling us the stories and showing us the 
booklets commemorating the lives of their very special children. I also want to 
thank the fine young people who still are hospitalized with whom I spoke by 
telephone yesterday—two of them, Patrick Ireland and Sean Graves, are here 
today. They left the hospital to be here.” 
Clinton bites his lips after the word “thanks” and uses clenched hand by gripping his podium with 
both his hands. When he says “Hillary and me before we” he uses palms down and joins his hands 
together which shows unity and control. Then, he separates his hands using vertical palms with both 
when saying “for telling us” and “showing us the booklets commemorating”. Here Clinton uses 
vertical palms in the same way we earlier saw Obama use them. Clinton uses them to back up what 
he says and the stress parts of a sentence.  He goes on by biting his lips and slightly smiling when 
he says “very special children”. He then uses clenched hands by gripping the podium when he says, 
“thank the fine young people”. Holding to the podium shows his concern to the matter and his firm 
commitment to his message. Then, Clinton bites his lips after saying “yesterday”. He touches his 
forehead with his left index when he names Sean Graves and bites his lips after the word “today” 
which show sensitivity. During the last sentence, he raises his voice because of the cheering and 
clapping coming from the audience, while slightly smiling and biting his lips after the word “here”. 
 
“You heard her say that part of our job in these last 6 years, more than we ever 
could have imagined when we moved to Washington after the election in 1992, 
has been to be with grieving people, after the Oklahoma City building was blown 
up and the Embassies were blown up and our airmen were killed in the bombing 
in Saudi Arabia and so many other occasions” 
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Clinton uses clenched hands and grips the podium when saying “part of our job”, which shows 
firm commitment to his job. The clenched hands is the physical embodiment of what he is saying. 
There is a long break after the word “we” during which he bites his lips and raises his eyebrows. 
Then, he lifts and opens his right palm when saying “Oklahoma city”, “Embassies” and “airmen” 
which marks the rhythm of the sentence and shows openness by referring to painful memories in 
the history of United States. This also shows ethos at the extent that he wants to remind America 
that he has been supportive through all these episodes. 
 
“My wife and I and our daughter have been blessed to know many magnificent people because the 
American people gave us a chance to serve in the White House” 
When he says “my wife and I”, he uses a vertical palms gesture with both of his hands. Here the 
vertical palms are used to physically refer to himself and his wife standing together. During this 
sentence, he gathers his papers signifying that he is closing and that the end of the speech is near. 
By referring to his family, he establishes ethos as a family man. He also flatters the people of 
America and thanks them for electing him. He unify the ethos of the family man and the politician 
at the end of the sentence by saying the American people gave “us” (not just him) the opportunity 
to serve in the White House. 
 
When the presidents use ethos they mainly rely on their ethos as nation leader not as politicians. 
Clinton and Obama bite or do something with their lips and use long breaks (longer than 0.5) when 
they want to emphasise a part of a sentence or a certain word. Bush differs from the other two 
presidents; he does not bit his lips in this move. The only president that use gestures in this move is 
Clinton.      
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8. Conclusion 
 
What (if any) patterns can be found in the speeches, when looking at rhetoric, content and 
gesture? 
 
When looking at the analysis, we can identify different patterns within move 2 and 6. In move 2 
there is a clear pattern in the way the presidents use ethos. Both Clinton and Bush refer to their 
families and themselves as both presidents and family men. However, Obama is not a part of that 
pattern because he does not refer to his family. Looking at gesture patterns within move 2 we can 
conclude that the only pattern is that Bush and Obama do not use gestures, only Clinton does.    
 
In move 6 Obama and Bush focus on what happened on the day of the shootings, it is interesting 
that Clinton does not talk about what happened and therefore he is not in this move. This may be 
explained by the fact that Clinton is giving his speech a month after the shooting, a few days before 
the student go back to the school. Unlike for example Obama who gave his speech two days after 
the shooting and the interfaith vigil was only open to people close to the victims. Bush gives his 
speech the day after the Virginia Tech shooting, and like Obama, is addressing a presumably 
grieving audience, still in shock. Even though Bush and Obama in move 6 both talk about similar 
things, they do so in different ways. Obama uses gesture and Bush does not, therefore the pattern 
here is that they both make use of facial expressions to underline their pathos. When looking after 
gesture patterns in move 6, we can conclude that there is no similar pattern since Obama uses 
gesture and Bush does not.  
 
When looking through the analysis, one pattern is always present and that pattern is the use of 
breaks. All the presidents use breaks when they wish to emphasize a specific word or a part of a 
sentence. This is a general pattern and the only pattern that includes all three presidents, in move 2 
and 6. Even though Obama, Bush and Clinton all bite or do something with their lips, Bush unlike 
the other two, does not use it to emphasize parts of sentences or words. Obama and Clinton both use 
hand gestures (mostly vertical palms) to beat out the rhythm and stress words.  
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9. Discussion  
 
Our aim with this project was to investigate the patterns within the speeches. We estimate that this 
is investigated in debt in many aspects, such as gesture and ethos/pathos. Our analysis was mainly 
qualitative in its approach and our investigation was focused on small parts of the whole speeches, 
so our problem cannot be argued to answer a question about patterns according to the whole 
speeches. If one should decide to make the same kind of analysis but instead include all moves, then 
one would be able to conclude something more general about the pattern within the whole speeches. 
A further perspective to our project could be an analysis of the effects of their use of ethos, pathos 
and gestures. Our project has a theory part about each three in order to explain each and to 
understand where they occur within the speeches. These theory parts are also touching the effects of 
ethos, pathos and gesture, and can therefore be used into a further analysis of the effects of the 
usage of each three. Our analysis did though not focus on the effects of these three aspects, but was 
done in order to clarify the patterns within the speeches. If we have had more time then we could 
have considered analyzing a higher amount of the speeches, in order to be able to say something 
more general about the general patterns of the speeches. We could also consider going more into 
debt with such things as facial expressions and body posture.  
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11. Appendix 
 
Transcript, Clinton 
 
1     @Begin 
2     @Languages: eng 
3     @Participants: CLIN Participant 
4     @Options: CA 
5     @ID: eng|change_corpus_later|CLIN||male|||Participant||| 
6     @Media: clintoncolumbine, video 
7     *CLIN: We know somehow that what happened to you has pierced the 
8      soul (0.5) of America [ stressing each word with hands)  
9     *CLIN: (0.8)And it gives (0.4) you a chance 
10     (0.2)[open hands in front of his chest] to be heard in a way no one 
11     else can be heard (0.4)  
12    *CLIN: By the president (0.6)[slight smile]  
13    *CLIN: and by ordinary people in every community in this country (1.4) 
14     [scan the crowd with left hand]  
15    *CLIN: You can help us to build a better future for all our children (1.5)  
16    *CLIN: a future where hatred and distrust no longer distort the mind or 
17     harden the heart (1.1) [bites his lower lip]  
18    *CLIN: A future where what we have in common is far more important (0.5) 
19     than what divides us (1.2) 
20     [look at the crowd, hands open on his chest]  
21    *CLIN: A future where parents and children are more fully involved in each 
22     other's lives (1.9)  
23    *CLIN: in which (0.9) they share (0.6) hopes and dreams (1.5), love and 
24     respect, (0.1) a strong sense of right and wrong (0.7)  
25    *CLIN: A future where students respect each other even if they all belong 
26     (0.3) to different groups [hands open, miming something big]  
27    *CLIN: or come from different faiths, (0.4) or races, or backgrounds (1.1) 
28     [bites his lower lip]  
29    *CLIN: A future where schools and houses of worship and communities (0.3) 
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30     are literally connected 
31     [connects both his index and thumbs] to all our children (1.6)  
32    *CLIN:  A future where society guards our children better (0.4)  
33    *CLIN: against violent influences and weapons (0.4) that can break the dam 
34     of decency and humanity (0.8) in the most vulnerable of children 
35     (1.3)  
36    *CLIN: One thing I would like to share with you that I personally believe 
37     very much (2.3)  
38    *CLIN: These dark forces that take over people and make them murder (1.1) 
39     [hands closed, shaking, as if making a point]  
40    *CLIN: are the extreme manifestation (1.5) of fear and rage with which every 
41     human being (0.6) has to do combat (3.4)  
42    *CLIN:  The older you get, 
43     [ slight smile] the more you'll know (1.9) that a great deal of life 
44     [slight smile] (0.8) is the struggle against 
45     [left hand shuffling](1.7) every person's own smallness 
46     [left hand on his chest] and fear (0.7) and anger (1.6)  
47    *CLIN: and a continuing effort 
48     [shuffling both his hands] (1.2) not to blame other people 
49     [crossed his hands on his chest]for our own shortcomings (0.3) or 
50     our fears (2.1)  
51    *CLIN: We cannot do what we need to do in America 
52     (0.7)[pointing both his index] unless every person (0.3) is committed 
53     (1.8) to doing something better and different (0.5) in every walk of 
54     life (1.4)  
55    *CLIN: beginning with parents and students (0.4) and 
56     [waving his hands] going all the way to the White House (3.7)  
57    *CLIN: For the struggle to be human (1.4) 
58     [hands open in front of his chest] is something that must be a daily 
59     (0.3) source of joy to you (1.2)  
60    *CLIN: so you can get rid of your fears 
61     [waves hands] (0.3) and let go of your rage (1.1) 
62     [smooth down with both hands] and minimize the chance that something 
63     like this will 
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64     happen[both hands open, miming control] (0.5) again (1.6)  
65    *CLIN: Because of what you 
66     have endured,[ right hand visible, left hand stressing words] (0.9) 
67     you can help [.] us [.] build [.] that [.] kind of future (2.0) 
68     [stressing words with left hand]  
69    *CLIN: as virtually no one else can (2.4) 
70     [weeping away crowd with both hands]  
71    *CLIN: You can reach across all the political and religious and racial and 
72     cultural lines (0.7) [waving with both hands] that divide us (0.5)  
73    *CLIN: You have already touched our hearts [open his hands] (0.8)  
74    *CLIN: You have provoked (0.4) Hillary and me (0.8) 
75     [slight smile] and the vice president and Mrs. Gore to reach out 
76     [weeping away crowd with both hands] across America to launch a 
77     national grassroots campaign against violence (0.8) directed against 
78     young people (1.3)  
79    *CLIN: You can be a part of that (1.2)  
80    *CLIN: You can give us a culture of values instead of a culture of violence 
81     (0.9)  
82    *CLIN: You can help us to keep guns out of the wrong hands (0.8)  
83    *CLIN: You can help us (0.5) to make sure kids who are in trouble - and 
84     there will always be some (0.7) - are identified early 
85     [closes his left hand to a fist] and reached (0.8) and helped (0.9)  
86    *CLIN: You can help us do this (2.5)  
87    *CLIN: Two days from now, 
88     [both hands open in front of him] you're going to have your 
89     commencement (1.1)  
90    *CLIN: It will be bittersweet  
91    *CLIN: It will certainly be different for those of you who are graduating 
92     than you thought it was going to be when you were freshmen (1.7) 
93     [bites his lower lip]  
94    *CLIN: But,[leaning his head, bites his lips] (0.3) as I understand it, 
95     [slight smile] (0.8) there will be some compensations. Even your 
96     arch-rivals at Chatfield will be cheering you on (2.4) [slight smile]  
97    *CLIN: When you hear those people cheer for you (1.1) 
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98     [pointing left index then puts it on his lips]  
99    *CLIN: I want you to hear the voice of America (1.3)[touching his chin]  
100   *CLIN: because America [pointing left index] will be cheering you on (1.0)  
101   *CLIN: And remember 
102    [pointing the floor, stressing syllables] that a commencement  
 
Transcript, Bush 
 
1     @Begin 
2     @Languages: eng 
3     @Participants: BUSH Bush Participant 
4     @Options: 
5     @ID: eng|change_corpus_later|BUSH|||||Participant||| 
6     @Media: BushTech1, video 
7     
8     *BUSH: president Steger, thank you very much (1,14)   
9     *BUSH: students (0,98) and faculty and staff and (1,47) grieving family members (1,88)     
10    *BUSH: and members of this (0,98) really extraordinary place (2,94)   
11    *BUSH: Laura and I have come to Blacksburg today with (0,9) hearts full of sorrow (2,6)  
12    *BUSH: this is a day of mourning for the Virginia Tech community (1,88)  
13    *BUSH: and it is a day of sadness (0,9) for our entire nation (2,69)  
14    *BUSH: we´ve come to express our sympathy (3,02)  
15    *BUSH: in this time of anguish (1,3)  
16    *BUSH: I hope you know (2,12)  
17    *BUSH: that people all over this country are thinking about you (2,73)  
18    *BUSH: and asking (0,98) god to provide comfort (1,47) for all you have been affected (2,68)  
19    *BUSH: yesterday began like any other day (1,3)  
20    *BUSH: students woke up, and they grabbed their backpacks (0,9)  
21    *BUSH: and they headed for class (2,37)   
22    *BUSH: and soon the day took a (0,98) dark turn (1,63)  
23    *BUSH: with students and faculty (1,06)  
24    *BUSH: barricading themselves in the classrooms and dormitories  
25    *BUSH: confused (0,8) terrified (1,14) and deeply worried (2,78)  
26    *BUSH: by the end of the morning it was the worst day of violence on a college campus in 
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American history (1,88)  
27    *BUSH: and for many of you here today (1,38)  
28    *BUSH: it was the worst day of your lives (2,69)  
29    *BUSH: its impossible to make sense of such violence and suffering (2,61)  
30    *BUSH: those whose life were taken did nothing to deserve their fate (3,02)  
31    *BUSH: they were simply in the wrong place at the wrong time (2,37)  
32    *BUSH: now they are gone and they leave behind grieving families and grieving classmates 
and a grieving nation (2,69)  
33    *BUSH: In such times as this, we look for sources of strength (1,14) to sustain us (1,3)  
34    *BUSH: and in this moment of loss (0,98)  
35    *BUSH: you are finding these sources everywhere around you (2,94)  
36    *BUSH: these sources of strength are in this community this college community (2,12)  
37    *BUSH: you have a compassionate (0,9) and resilient community (1,06) here at Virginia Tech 
(2,12)  
38    *BUSH: even as yesterdays event were still unfolding members of this community found each 
other (1,63)  
39    *BUSH: you came together in dorm rooms and dining halls and on blogs (2,12)  
40    *BUSH: one recent graduate wrote this (1,79)  
41    *BUSH: I don’t know most of you guys but we are all Hookies (1,88)   
42    *BUSH: which means we are family (1,88)  
43    *BUSH: to all of you who are okay I’m happy for that (1,63)  
44    *BUSH: for those of you who are in pain and have lost someone close to you (1,47)  
45    *BUSH: I’m sure you can call on anyone of us (1,06) and have help every time you need 
(2,69)  
46    *BUSH: these sources of strength are with your loved ones (2,29)  
47    *BUSH: for many of you your first instinct was to call home and let your mom and dads know 
that you were okay (2,86)  
48    *BUSH: others took on the terrible duty of calling the relatives of a classmate or a colleague 
(0,98)  
49    *BUSH: who have been wounded or lost (2,86)  
50    *BUSH: I know many of you feel awfully far away from people you lean on (1,22)  
51    *BUSH: people you count on during difficult times (1,71)  
52    *BUSH: but as a dad I can ensure you a parents love is never far from their child’s heart (1,88)  
53    *BUSH: and as you draw closer to your own families in the coming days (1,71)  
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54    *BUSH: I ask you to reach out to those who ache for sons and daughters who will never come 
home (3,18)  
55    *BUSH: these sources of strength are also in the faith that sustains so many of us (1,47)  
56    *BUSH: across the town of Blacksburg and in towns all across America (1,88) houses of 
worship from every faith (1,63)  
57    *BUSH: have opened their doors and have lifted you up in prayer (2,86)  
58    *BUSH: people who have never met you are praying for you (2,45)  
59    *BUSH: they are praying for your friends (0,98) who have fallen and who are injured (1,96)  
60    *BUSH: there is a power in these prayers (0,49) real power (1,71)  
61    *BUSH: in times like this we can find comfort in the grace (0,49) and guidance of a loving 
god (1,88)  
62    *BUSH: as the scriptures tell us- don’t be overcome by evil (1,71) but overcome evil with 
good (2,53)  
63    *BUSH: and on this terrible day of mourning its hard to imagine that a time will come when 
life at Virginia Tech will return to normal (0,65)  
64    *BUSH: but such a day will come (2,28)  
65    *BUSH: and when it does you will always remember the friends and teachers who were lost 
yesterday (1,55)  
66    *BUSH: and the time you shared with them (1,14)  
67    *BUSH: and the lives that they hoped to lead (3,51)  
68    *BUSH: may god bless you (1,39)  
69    *BUSH: may god bless and keep the souls of the lost (1,71)  
70    *BUSH: and may his love touch all those (0,73)  
71    *BUSH: who suffer and grieve (2,02)  
72    @End 
 
Transcript, Obama 
 
1     @Begin 
2     @Languages: eng 
3     @Participants: AUD Unidentified, OBAMA Speaker 
4     @Options: CA 
5     @ID: eng|change_corpus_later|AUD|||||Unidentified||| 
6     @ID: eng|change_corpus_later|OBAMA||male|||Speaker||| 
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7     @Media: obama newtown clan, video 
8      
9     *OBAMA: Here in Newtown, (0.9) I come to offer (0.5) the love (0.8) and prayers of a 
nation.(3.1) [makes sound]  
10    *OBAMA: I am (1.2) very mindful (0.6) that mere words cannot match (0.8) the depths 
of your sorrow, (1.8)  
11    *OBAMA: nor can they heal (0.7) your wounded hearts. (2.4)  
12    *OBAMA: I can only hope it helps for you to know [shakes fist] (1.1)  
13    that you’re not alone (0.7) in your grief; (3.0)  
14    *OBAMA: that our world too [reinforcing hand gesture] has been torn apart; (2.9)  
15    *OBAMA: that all across [reinforcing hand gesture] this land of ours, (0.5)  
16    *OBAMA: we have wept with you, [tighten lower lip and chin] (2.5)  
17    we’ve pulled (1.6) our children tight. (2.5)[Makes sound]  
18    *OBAMA: And you must know that (1.1) whatever measure of comfort we can provide, 
19    (1.4)[reinforcing hand gesture]  
20    *OBAMA: we will provide; (2.3)  
21    *OBAMA: whatever portion (0.5) of sadness that we can share with you to ease (1.1) this 
heavy load,(1.5)  
22    *OBAMA: we will gladly bear it. (3.6)[Tighten lower lip and chin]  
23    *OBAMA: Newtown - you are not alone [reinforcing hand gesture]. (4.8) [bites lip, 
makes sound]  
24    *OBAMA: As these difficult days have unfolded, (1.9)  
25    [shifts weight from one leg to the other and moves hands]  
26    *OBAMA:  you’ve also [shifts weight and move hands] (1.3) inspired us (1.6)  
27    with stories of strength [reinforcing hand gesture] (1.6)  
28    and resolve (2.0) and sacrifice. (2.6)  
29    *OBAMA: We know that when danger arrived in the halls of Sandy Hook 
Elementary,(1.3)  
30    *OBAMA: the school’s staff did not flinch, (1.9) they did not [slight head shake] 
hesitate.(2.9)  
31    *OBAMA: Dawn Hochsprung and Mary Sherlach,  
32    *AUD: [people crying]  
33    *OBAMA: Vicki Soto,   
34    *AUD: [people crying]  
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35    *OBAMA: Lauren Rousseau,(1.8) Rachel Davino (0.9) and Anne Marie Murphy  
36    *AUD: [muted crying]  
37    *OBAMA: they responded [reinforcing hand gesture] as we all hope (0.5)  
38    we might respond (0.9) in such terrifying circumstances, (2.3)  
39    *OBAMA: with courage (2.1) and with love,(2.1)[reinforcing hand gesture]  
40    *OBAMA: giving their lives [reinforcing hand gesture] to protect (0.8)  
41    the children in their care. (3.8) [bite lips and makes sound]  
42    *OBAMA: We know that there were other teachers (0.5)  
43    *OBAMA: who barricaded themselves inside classrooms, 
44    [shift weight](0.7) and kept steady through it all,(1.8)  
45    *OBAMA: and reassured [reinforcing hand gesture] (0.5) their students  
46    [small crocked smile] by saying: (1.0)  
47    *OBAMA: “wait for the good guys, [reinforcing hand gesture](0.8) they’re coming”  
48    [supressing smile] (1.9) “show me your smile.”(3.4)  
49    *OBAMA: And we know (0.7) that good guys came. (0.9)  
50    *OBAMA: The first responders (0.7) who raced to the scene, (1.0) [tense lips]  
51    *OBAMA: helping to guide those in harm’s way to safety, (1.5) [tense lips] and comfort 
those in need, (1.9)  
52    *OBAMA: holding at bay their [reinforcing hand gesture] own shock and their trauma 
(0.9)  
53    *OBAMA: because they had a job to do, (1.7) and others needed them more. 
54    (4.0) [bites lower lip and makes sound]  
55    *OBAMA: And then (0.6) [reinforcing hand gesture] there were the scenes of the 
schoolchildren, 
56    [tense lips](1.8)  
57    *OBAMA: helping one another [hand gesture], (1.8) holding each other [hand 
gesture],(2.3)  
58    *OBAMA: dutifully following [hand gesture] instructions in the way that  
59    (0.5) [small smile] young children sometimes do;  
60    *AUD: [small laugh]  
61    *OBAMA: one child even trying to encourage a grown-up by saying, (0.8)  
62    *OBAMA: “I know karate. [less serious face and tone]  
63    *AUD: [laugh]  
64    *OBAMA: So it’s okay [hand gesture]. I’ll lead (0.5) [small crocked smile] the way out.”   
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65    *AUD: [laugh and a few very low cheers]  
66    @End   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Moves Speeches 
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President Clinton in Littleton, Colorado. Columbine High School Speech – 20/05/99 
President George W. Bush Speech at Virginia Tech – 4/17/07 
President Barack Obama. Sandy Hook Elementary - 16/12/12 
 
B = If Bush 
C = If Clinton  
O = If Obama 
 
 
1. Move: Introducing and thanking. Thanking people who are present, the whole community 
and school.  
 
“Governor, thank you. President Steger, thank you very much. Students, and faculty, and staff, and 
grieving family members, and members of this really extraordinary place.”(1.1. B) 
 
“Thank you. (Applause.) Thank you, Governor. To all the families, first responders, to the  
Community of Newtown, clergy, guests “(1.1./O)  
 
“Thank you very much. Do that cheer for me one more time. 
Thank you. Dr. Hammond; Mr. DeAngelis; President DeStefano and the State legislators, county  
commissioners; Attorney General Salazar; especially Governor Owens, thank you for being here. 
To all the officials who are here; most especially to the students of Columbine and the students who 
are here from Chatfield and Dakota Ridge. And Heather Dinkel, thank you for standing up here in 
front of this big crowd and making a fine talk.” (1.1/C) 
 
2. Move : Referring to himself ( family ) and own actions/ feelings. Move in which the speaker 
is referring to himself and family, and their actions according to the situation or perspective 
into former actions that are related to this situation, or feelings. Important that the speaker is 
referring to himself, by using I/ we ex.  
 
“Laura and I have come to Blacksburg today with hearts full of sorrow. “ (2.1(B) 
“We've come to express our sympathy” (2.2/B) 
“But as a dad, I can assure you, a parent's love is never far from their child's heart” (2.3/B) 
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“Here in Newtown, I come to offer the love and prayers of a nation. I am very mindful that mere  
words cannot match the depths of your sorrow, nor can they heal your wounded hearts” (2.1/O). 
 
“I want to say a special word of thanks to the families who met with Hillary and me before we came  
over here, for telling us the stories and showing us the booklets commemorating the lives of their  
very special children. I also want to thank the fine young people who still are hospitalized with  
whom I spoke by telephone yesterday—two of them, Patrick Ireland and Sean Graves, are here  
today. They left the hospital to be here.” (2.1/C)  
 
“You heard her say that part of our job in these last 6 years, more than we ever could have 
imagined when we moved to Washington after the election in 1992, has been to be with grieving 
people, after the Oklahoma City building was blown up and the Embassies were blown up and our 
airmen were killed in the bombing in Saudi Arabia and so many other occasions” ( 2.2/C ) 
 
“I close here with this story. My wife and I and our daughter have been blessed to know many 
magnificent people because the American people gave us a chance to serve in the White House” 
(2.3/C). 
 
3. Move: Talking about situation at the day of the speech  
 
“This is a day of mourning for the Virginia Tech community-” (3.1/B) 
 
“I am impressed that you are moving forward. Most of the children have returned to school, even  
returned to sports and other activities.” (3.1/C) 
 
4. Move: Perspective: Their Situation/Sorrow is all Americas Situation/Sorrow. Sympathy 
from America. Drawing equality between the school and America. Usage of “people all over 
the country”, “all America”, We – Referring to America. 
 
“In this time of anguish, I hope you know that people all over this country are thinking about you” 
(4.1/B) 
 
“and a grieving nation” (4.2/B) 
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“I can only hope it helps for you to know that you're not alone in your grief; that our world too has 
been torn apart; that all across this land of ours, we have wept with you, we've pulled our children 
tight. And you must know that whatever measure of comfort we can provide, we will provide; 
whatever portion of sadness that we can share with you to ease this heavy load, we will gladly bear 
it. Newtown — you are not alone (4.1/O).”  
 
“As Hillary said, it's been a hard month for America.” (4.1/C)  
 
“And all America grieved. But I think they thought, "Oh, this is terrible; I wish somebody would do  
something about this."(4.2/C)  
 
“I hope you have been comforted by the caring not only of your neighbors but of your country and  
people from all around the world. All America has looked and listened with shared grief and  
enormous affection and admiration for you. We have been learning, along with you, a lot about  
ourselves and our responsibilities as parents and citizens.  
When America looks at Jefferson County, many of us see a community not very different from our  
own. We know if this can happen here, it can happen anywhere. And we see with admiration the  
fundamentally strong values and character of the people here, from the students to the school  
officials, to the community leaders, to the parents.” (4.3/C)  
 
 
“We know somehow that what happened to you has pierced the soul of America.” (4.4/C) 
 
“When you hear those people cheer for you, I want you to hear the voice of America, because 
America will be cheering you on” (4.5/C). 
 
“I ask you now to share it with all your fellow Americans. We love you, and we need you.” (4.6/C) 
 
5. Move: Sources of strength. Faith, God. Perspective of the situation, with aim to comfort and 
encourage the listeners, by the usage of faith, god.  
 
“and asking God to provide comfort for all who have been affected“(5.1/B). 
 
“These sources of strength are also in the faith that sustains so many of us” (5.2/B).  
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“houses of worship from every faith have opened their doors and have lifted you up in prayer. 
People who have never met you are praying for you; they're praying for your friends who have 
fallen and who are injured. There's a power in these prayers, real power. In times like this, we can 
find comfort in the grace and guidance of a loving God. As the Scriptures tell us, "Don't be 
overcome by evil, but overcome evil with good." (5.3/B) 
 
“May God bless you. May God bless and keep the souls of the lost. And may His love touch all 
those who suffer and grieve.” (5.4/B) 
 
“Scripture tells us: "...do not lose heart. Though outwardly we are wasting away...inwardly we are 
being renewed day by day. For our light and momentary troubles are achieving for us an eternal 
glory that far outweighs them all. So we fix our eyes not on what is seen, but on what is unseen, 
since what is seen is temporary, but what is unseen is eternal. For we know that if the earthly tent 
we live in is destroyed, we have a building from God, an eternal house in heaven, not built by 
human hands." (5.1/O)  
 
“And with time, and God's  
grace, that love will see you through” (5.2/O).  
 
“for as long as God sees fit to keep us on this Earth.  
"Let the little children come to me," Jesus said, "and do not hinder them — for to such belongs the  
kingdom of heaven”  
Charlotte. Daniel. Olivia. Josephine. Ana. Dylan. Madeleine. Catherine. Chase. Jesse. James. 
Grace. Emilie. Jack. Noah. Caroline. Jessica. Benjamin. Avielle. Allison.  
God has called them all home” (5.3/O). 
 
“May God bless and keep those we've lost in His heavenly place. May He grace those we still have  
with His holy comfort. And may He bless and watch over this community, and the United States of  
America“ (5.4/O).  
 
 
“I hope we would also hold on to our faith as well.” (5.1/C)  
 
“But I have to say, I think what's impressed me most is the way, in the midst of this, you have held 
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on to your faith. One of the greatest moments of grief in my life occurred 15 years ago, when 
Hillary and I had to go to the memorial service for a young man who was a senior at Yale 
University, a Rhodes Scholar, on  
the football team, the editor of the newspaper, the leader of his class academically. This young man 
happened to come from an African-American family in our hometown and a poor family at that. His 
father was a minister in a very small church. And we had the service in the high school auditorium. 
His father was lame, and he walked with a pronounced limp. And he gave his son's eulogy, walking 
down in front of us with his limp, saying, "His mother and I do not understand this, but we believe 
in a God too kind ever to be cruel, too wise ever to do wrong, so we know we will come to 
understand it by and by."  
In the Scriptures, Saint Paul says that all of us in this life see through a glass darkly. So we must 
walk by faith, not by sight. We cannot lean on our own wisdom. None of this can be fully, 
satisfactorily explained to any of you. But you cannot lose your faith.” (5.2/C)  
 
 
“Thank you, and God bless you” (5.3/C) 
 
6. Move: Talking about what happened at the day of shooting. Telling about events that 
occurred at the day of shooting.  
 
“Yesterday began like any other day. Students woke up, and they grabbed their backpacks and they 
headed for class. And soon the day took a dark turn, with students and faculty barricading 
themselves in classrooms and dormitories -- confused, terrified, and deeply worried. By the end of 
the morning, it was the worst day of violence on a college campus in American history -- and for 
many of you here today, it was the worst day of your lives.” (6.1/B) 
 
“For many of you, your first instinct was to call home and let your moms and dads know that you 
were okay. Others took on the terrible duty of calling the relatives of a classmate or a colleague 
who had been wounded or lost.” (6.2/B) 
 
 
“We know that when danger arrived in the halls of Sandy Hook Elementary, the  
school's staff did not flinch, they did not hesitate. Dawn Hochsprung and Mary Sherlach, Vicki Soto, 
Lauren Rousseau, Rachel Davino and Anne Marie Murphy — they responded as we all hope we 
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might respond in such terrifying circumstances — with courage and with love, giving their lives to 
protect the children in their care.  
We know that there were other teachers who barricaded themselves inside classrooms, and kept 
steady through it all, and reassured their students by saying "wait for the good guys, they're 
coming"; "show me your smile."  
And we know that good guys came. The first responders who raced to the scene, helping to guide 
those in harm's way to safety, and comfort those in need, holding at bay their own shock and 
trauma because they had a job to do, and others needed them more. And then there were the scenes 
of the schoolchildren, helping one another, holding each other, dutifully following instructions in the 
way that young children sometimes do; one child even trying to encourage a grown-up by saying, "I 
know karate. So it's okay. I'll lead the way out." (6.1/O)” 
 
7. Move: Speakers own words about situation. The speaker uses his own words, without 
referring to himself or give advice. At the same time without referring directly to something 
that specifically happened.   
 
“It's impossible to make sense of such violence and suffering.” (7.1/B) 
 
8. Move: Referring directly to people who died. Talking to and about the people who died 
during the shooting. 
 
“Those whose lives were taken did nothing to deserve their fate. They were simply in the wrong 
place at the wrong time. Now they're gone – “(8.1/B) 
 
“We gather here in memory of twenty beautiful children and six remarkable adults. They lost their  
lives in a school that could have been any school” (8.1/O) 
 
9. Move: Referring to relatives, classmates left behind (Family, Classmates etc.). Talking 
about and too the people who are left behind.  
 
“and they leave behind grieving families, and grieving classmates” (9.1/B) 
 
“For those of us who remain, let us find the strength to carry on,  
and make our country worthy of their memory. (9,1/O)” 
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10. Move: Sources of strength. In the community. Perspective of the community, with aim to 
comfort and encourage the listeners. Perspective of the specific community; “community here 
at Virginia tech” & “Newton”.  
 
“In such times as this, we look for sources of strength to sustain us. And in this moment of loss, 
you're finding these sources everywhere around you. These sources of strength are in this 
community, this college community. You have a compassionate and resilient community here at 
Virginia Tech. Even as yesterday's events were still unfolding, members of this community found 
each other; you came together in dorm rooms and dining halls and on blogs. One recent graduate 
wrote this: "I don't know most of you guys, but we're all Hookies, which means we're family. To all 
of you who are okay, I'm happy for that. For those of you who are in pain or have lost someone  
close to you, I'm sure you can call on anyone of us and have help any time you need it ". (10.1/B) 
 
As a community, you've inspired us, Newtown. In the face of indescribable violence, in the face of 
unconscionable evil, you've looked out for each other, and you've cared for one another, and you've 
loved one another. This is how Newtown will be remembered (10.1/O)  
 
11. Move: Sources of strength. Your loved ones. Referring to love, with aim to comfort, 
encourage and inspire the listeners. Example to specify move more clearly: “These sources of 
strength are with your loved ones” & “There's only one thing we can be sure of, and that is the 
love that we have”.  
 
“These sources of strength are with your loved ones” (11.1/B) 
 
“There's only one thing we can be sure of, and that is the love that we have — for our children, for 
our families, for each other. The warmth of a small child's embrace — that is true. The memories we 
have of them, the joy that they bring, the wonder we see through their eyes, that fierce and 
boundless love we feel for them, a love that takes us out of ourselves, and binds us to something 
larger — we know that's what matters. We know we're always doing right when we're taking care of 
them, when we're teaching them well, when we're showing acts of kindness. We don't go wrong  
when we do that. That's what we can be sure of. And that's what you, the people of Newtown, have 
reminded us. That's how you've inspired us. You remind us what matters. And that's what should 
drive us forward in everything we do” (11.1/O) 
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12. Move: Talking to People within the school community (Students, Staff), with sympathy. 
Close to move 9, but without referring directly to people left behind within the text. When 
Bush for example says: “I know many of you feel awfully far away from people you lean on”. 
Then it is not directly mentioned that these people are people who are left behind.  
 
“I know many of you feel awfully far away from people you lean on and people you count on during 
difficult times” (12.1/B) 
 
“I know there are some other people here who are also still injured who have come. I thank all of 
you for coming. This has been a long, hard month for all of you” (12.1/C) 
 
13. Move: Talking about and referring to the future. Referring and perspective of the future. 
Both with perspective to prevent future school shooting (Obama, Clinton), and perspective to 
other parts of the future (Bush, Clinton).  
 
“And on this terrible day of mourning, it's hard to imagine that a time will come when life at 
Virginia Tech will return to normal. But such a day will come. And when it does, you will always 
remember the friends and teachers who were lost yesterday, and the time you shared with them, and 
the lives they hoped to lead.” (13.1/B)  
 
“And by that measure, can we truly say, as a nation, that we are meeting our obligations? Can we 
honestly say that we're doing enough to keep our children — all of them — safe from harm? Can we 
claim, as a nation, that we're all together there, letting them know that they are loved, and teaching 
them to love in return? Can we say that we're truly doing enough to give all the children of this 
country the chance they deserve to live out their lives in happiness and with purpose? I've been 
reflecting on this the last few days, and if we're honest with ourselves, the answer is no. We're not 
doing enough. And we will have to change” (13.1/O) 
 
“We can't tolerate this anymore. These tragedies must end. And to end them, we must change. We 
will be told that the causes of such violence are complex, and that is true. No single law — no set of 
laws can eliminate evil from the world, or prevent every senseless act of violence in our society. But 
that can't be an excuse for inaction. Surely, we can do better than this. If there is even one step we 
can take to save another child, or another parent, or another town, from the grief that has visited  
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Tucson, and Aurora, and Oak Creek, and Newtown, and communities from Columbine to 
Blacksburg before that — then surely we have an obligation to try.  
In the coming weeks, I will use whatever power this office holds to engage my fellow citizens — 
from law enforcement to mental health professionals to parents and educators — in an effort aimed 
at preventing more tragedies like this. Because what choice do we have? We can't accept events like 
this as routine. Are we really prepared to say that we're powerless in the face of such carnage, that 
the politics are too hard? Are we prepared to say that such violence visited on our children year 
after  
year after year is somehow the price of our freedom?” (13.2/O) 
 
“People thought, "This has happened in my neighbourhood; what can I do?" I say that because you 
have a unique chance—a chance— to make sure that the children of Columbine are never 
forgotten.”(13.1/C) 
 
“I am proud of all of you who are, in your own way, going back to living your lives, looking toward 
the future, to commencement or college or a summer job or just getting back to the ordinary 
business of life, which takes an extraordinary effort now (13.2/C)” 
 
“And it gives you a chance to be heard in a way no one else can be heard, by the President and by 
ordinary people in every community in this country. You can help us to build a better future for all 
our children: a future where hatred and distrust no longer distort the mind or harden the heart; a 
future where what we have in common is far more important than what divides us; a future where 
parents and children are more fully involved in each other's lives, in which they share hopes and 
dreams, love and respect, a strong sense of right and wrong; a future where students respect each 
other even if they all belong to different groups, or come from different faiths or races or 
backgrounds; a future where schools and houses of worship and communities are literally 
connected to all our children; a future where society guards our children better against violent 
influences and weapons that can break the dam of decency and humanity in the most vulnerable of 
children” (13.3/C).  
 
“We cannot do what we need to do in America unless every person is committed to doing something 
better and different in every walk of life, beginning with parents and students and going all the way 
to the White House. For the struggle to be human is something that must be a daily source of joy to 
you, so you can get rid of your fears and let go of your rage and minimize the chance that 
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something like this will happen again. Because of what you have endured, you can help us build 
that kind of future, as virtually no one else can. You can reach across all the political and religious 
and racial and cultural lines that divide us. You have already touched our hearts. You have 
provoked Hillary and me and the Vice President and Mrs. Gore to reach out across America to 
launch a national grass-roots campaign against violence directed against young people. You can be 
a part of that. You can give us a culture of values instead of a culture of violence. You can help us to 
keep guns out of the wrong hands. You can help us to make sure kids who are in trouble— and there 
will always be some—are identified early and reached and helped. You can help us do this. Two 
days from now, you're going to have your commencement. It will be bittersweet. It will certainly be 
different for those of you who are graduating than you thought it was going to be when you were 
freshmen. But as I understand it, there will be some compensations. Even your arch-rivals at 
Chatfield will be cheering you on” (13.4/C). 
 
“But the problem which came to the awful conclusion you faced here is a demon we have to do 
more to fight. And what I want to tell you is, we can—together“(13.5/C). 
 
14. Move: Referring and perspective to former school shootings. Former school shootings are 
mentioned.   
 
“Since I've been President, this is the fourth time we have come together to comfort a grieving 
community torn apart by a mass shooting. The fourth time we've hugged survivors. The fourth time 
we've consoled the families of victims. And in between, there have been an endless series of deadly 
shootings across the country, almost daily reports of victims, many of them children, in small towns 
and big cities all across America — victims whose — much of the time, their only fault was being in 
the wrong place at the wrong time” (14.1/O)  
 
“Last year several times—after violence in schools” (14.1/C) 
 
“One of the incidents of school killing last year occurred in my home State. It's a small State. I was 
Governor there 12 years. I knew the people involved; it was heart breaking. One of the mothers of 
one of the children who was killed still works with us for safer schools and safer childhoods.” 
(14.2/C) 
 
“Your tragedy, though it is unique in its magnitude, is, as you know so well, not an isolated event. 
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Hillary mentioned there was another school shooting in Atlanta today. Thankfully, the injuries to the 
students don't seem to be life threatening. But there were several last year which did claim lives.” 
(14.3/C)  
 
15. Move: Referring to what have happened after the shooting until the day that the speech 
took place. Referring to “you”,  which could be argued to be a general word for the people 
involved in the shooting, the people in the community, and therefore also the listeners to the 
speeches 
 
“As these difficult days have unfolded, you've also inspired us with stories of strength and resolve 
and sacrifice” (15.1/O) 
 
“But somehow, when this happened here— maybe because of the scope of it, and I think mostly 
because of you, how you reacted, all of you, the relief workers, the law enforcement people, the 
family members who were brave enough to speak—there was a different reaction” (15.1/C) 
 
16. Move: Speakers own words about situation, with advice. Not referring to a specific tense. 
The speakers are using their own words, thoughts and advices to try to comfort, advice and 
inspire the listener. The listener would be the people listening to the speech, and thereby 
people directly involved in the community of the shooting.   
 
“But first, you have to deal with you and your lives. You're all left with searing memories and scars 
and unanswered questions. There has to be healing. There has to be answers. And for those things 
that will not heal or cannot be answered, you have to learn to go on with your lives“. (16.1/C)  
 
“And remember that a commencement is not an end. It is a beginning. You've got to help us here. 
Take care of yourselves and your families first. Take care of the school next” (16.2/C). 
 
“But I think the person who's had the biggest influence on me is the man who is about to retire as 
the President of South Africa, Nelson Mandela. He is 80 years old; he served 27 years in prison. 
For 14 years he never had a bed to sleep on. He spent most of his years breaking rocks every day. 
And he told me once about his experience. And I asked him: "How did you let go of your hatred? 
How did you learn to influence other people? How did you embrace all the differences in, literally, 
the centuries of oppression and discord in your country and let a lot of it go away? How did you get 
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over that in prison? Didn't you really hate them? ”And he said, "I did hate them for quite a long 
while. After all, look what they took from me—27 years of my life. I was abused physically and 
emotionally. They separated me from my wife, and it eventually destroyed my marriage. They took 
me away from my children, and I could not even see them grow up. And I was full of hatred and 
anger." And he said, "One day I was breaking rocks, and I realized they had taken so much. And 
they could take everything from me except my mind and my heart. Those things I would have to give 
away. I decided not to give them away. I see here today that you have decided not to give your mind 
and your heart away” (16.3/C) 
 
17. Move: Sources of strength. To make sure they will be remembered. “Every special one of 
them.” Perspective to this aspect of being remembered, with aim to comfort and inspire the 
listener.  
 
“The only other thing I really want to say to you is that throughout all your grief and mourning and 
even in your cheers and your renewal and your determination to get on with your life and get this 
school back together and show people what you are, there is something else you can do, and 
something I believe that you should do for yourselves and your friends, to make sure they will be 
remembered. Every special one of them” (17.1/C).  
 
18. Move: Speakers own believe knowledge about reason for School shootings- anger, fear. 
The speaker is talking about what he is personally is believes in. The speaker talks about 
reason for these murders.  
 
“One thing I would like to share with you that I personally believe very much: These dark forces 
that take over people and make them murder are the extreme manifestation of fear and rage with 
which every human being has to do combat. The older you get, the more you'll know that a great 
deal of life is the struggle against every person's own smallness and fear and anger and a 
continuing effort not to blame other people for our own shortcomings or our fears.”(18.1/C) 
 
19. Move: Sources of strength – Friends and nation, community and neighbours. Perspective 
to the Nation, community and nation, with aim to comfort, inspire and encourage the listener. 
All-important (nation, community and neighbours) - Compared to move 10, in which only the 
community is described.   
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“But we, as a nation, we are left with some hard questions. Someone once described the joy and 
anxiety of parenthood as the equivalent of having your heart outside of your body all the time, 
walking around. With their very first cry, this most precious, vital part of ourselves — our child — is 
suddenly exposed to the world, to possible mishap or malice. And every parent knows there is 
nothing we will not do to shield our children from harm. And yet, we also know that with that child's 
very first step, and each step after that, they are separating from us; that we won't — that we can't 
always be there for them. They'll suffer sickness and setbacks and broken hearts and 
disappointments. And we learn that our most important job is to give them what they need to 
become self-reliant and capable and resilient, ready to face the world without fear. 
And we know we can't do this by ourselves. It comes as a shock at a certain point where you realize, 
no matter how much you love these kids, you can't do it by yourself. That this job of keeping our 
children safe, and teaching them well, is something we can only do together, with the help of friends 
and neighbours, the help of a community, and the help of a nation. And in that way, we come to 
realize that we bear a responsibility for every child because we're counting on everybody else to 
help look after ours; that we're all parents; that they're all our children. 
This is our first task — caring for our children. It's our first job. If we don't get that right, we don't 
get anything right. That's how, as a society, we will be judged” (19.1/O). 
 
20. Move. Unable to discern God's heavenly plans. Questioning Gods heavenly plan. Partly 
contradicting to move 5, because this move is not directly finding comfort in Faith/ God.  
 
“All the world's religions — so many of them represented here today — start with a simple 
question: Why are we here? What gives our life meaning? What gives our acts purpose? We know 
our time on this Earth is fleeting. We know that we will each have our share of pleasure and pain; 
that even after we chase after some earthly goal, whether it's wealth or power or fame, or just 
simple comfort, we will, in some fashion, fall short of what we had hoped. We know that no matter 
how good our intentions, we will all stumble sometimes, in some way. We will make mistakes, we 
will experience hardships. And even when we're trying to do the right thing, we know that much of 
our time will be spent groping through the darkness, so often unable to discern God's heavenly 
plans”. (20.1/O) 
 
 
 
